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Topics for Discussion

• Overview of the assessment process
• Content 
• Style
• Visual
• Technical



Overview of the Assessment Process

• We use objective publishing standards rather 
than individual opinions.

• We use a grading form with 20 questions 
covering content, style, visual, and technical.

• Three reviewers give us their the numerical 
scores and feedback comments.

• We average the scores to determine medal-
worthiness.

• We share the feedback comments with the 
authors after the season ends.



Topics for Discussion

• Overview of the Assessment process
• Content 
• Style
• Visual
• Technical



Content Assessment

FICTION GENRE

Tells a story using characters, setting, and plot. 

SUBGENRES INCLUDE:

• Historical Fiction
• Mystery/Crime
• Thriller
• Horror

• Science Fiction
• Fantasy
• Literary Fiction
• Romance



Content Assessment

FICTION GENRE

Fiction assessments involve questions about characters, 
setting, and plot. 

         1. Appeal/Entertainment Value 

          2. Organization/Length

          3. Setting/Plot 

          4. Characters 

          5. Conclusion/Impact 



Content Assessment

1. Appeal/Entertain/Value: Fully credible, entertaining, thought-provoking, 

totally engrossing, engaging the  reader’s imagination.

2. Organization/Lenth: Well-organized and easy to follow. The length is 

appropriate for the content.

3. Setting/Plot: Setting is well-drawn and enhances the theme of the book. 

Solid story with conflict, rising action, resolution.

4. Characters: Well-developed without cliché: completely credible and 

entertaining. Readers should be able to relate.

5. Conclusion/Impact: The ending ties together loose ends and leaves the 

reader stunned, impressed, and/or wanting more 



Content Assessment

NONFICTION GENRE
Nonfiction informs, teaches, enlightens, or entertains based 

on true events or discoveries. 

SUBGENRES INCLUDE:
History
Memoir
Biography
Reference 
How to/Business/Self-help
Creative Nonfiction



Content Assessment

NONFICTION GENRE

Nonfiction assessments are about how the 
books inform, explain, entertain.

1. Appeal to Intended Audience                    
(researchers, academics, how-to enthusiasts)

2. Organization/Length 
3. Research and Analysis/Details                  

(references, index, footnotes as needed)

4. Value/Impact/Importance                                 
(useful, thought-provoking, new)

5. Credibility/Conclusions 



Content Assessment

1. Appeal to Intended Audience: Entertaining, thought-provoking, and 

informative, engage the audience of those seeking knowledge.

2. Organization: Information is delivered in an orderly way, including a table 

of contents, footnotes or endnotes, indices, appendices, and bibliography, 

as appropriate.

3. Research/Analysis: Well-researched with accurate information

4. Value/Clarity of Information: Contains information that is consistently 

useful, clear, and engaging (whether the info is new or pre-existing).

5. Credibility/Conclusions: Is totally credible and includes useful 

recommendations. The author’s expertise is evident throughout.



Content Assessment

OTHER
Books that don’t fit neatly into fiction or nonfiction

categories and need different questions 
based on specific attributes

SUBGENRES INCLUDE:
Poetry
Anthology/Collection
Humor
Religious/Spiritual

Pictorial/Coffee Table Books 
Graphic Novels/Comic Books
Children’s Picture/Chapter Books
Young Adult Books



Genres & Subcategories Webpage

mwsadispatches.com/review-genres-subcategories

https://www.mwsadispatches.com/review-genres-subcategories


Topics for Discussion

• Overview of the Assessment process
• Content 
• Style
• Visual
• Technical



Style Assessment

The style questions evaluate readability, language, the balance of 

narration to dialogue, point of view, and active vs. passive voice.

1. Ease/Speed of Read

2. Redundancy/Repetition/Cliché 

3. Language/Diction

4. Narration/Description/Dialog 

5. Point of View/Passive Voice 



Style Assessment

These criteria evaluate readability, book structure, language, dialogue to narration, description to 

action, passive 

to active voice. 

1. Ease/Speed of Read: The book is easy to understand and engaging. 
Details are specific, concrete, and vivid. 

2. Redundancy/Repetition/Cliché: Contains no redundancies in information 
(plot, dialogue, setting, research, or conclusions), and is free of repetitious 
words and phrases.

3. Language/Diction: The author uses precise language in sentences that 
flow well.

4. Balance: Fiction—a blend of narration for action, description for setting, 
and dialogue for characters to explain thoughts/actions. Nonfiction— 
a blend of explanation, storytelling, pictures, tables, diagrams, maps.

5. Point of View/Passive Voice: Use of a consistent, discernible voice, tone, or 
point of view. Active voice appropriately dominates.



Topics for Discussion

• Overview of the assessment process
• Content 
• Style
• Visual
• Technical



Visual Assessment

Visual assessment covers the artistic and layout decisions 

of the author and designer.

1. Cover artwork

2. Cover design

3. Interior book block

4. Interior font and inclusions

5. Interior photos, maps, illustrations



Visual Assessment

Exterior Layout: Front Covers

• Artwork clean and hints at content

• Color scheme conforms to genre

• Font easy to read 

• Title placement

• Prominent and in the top third

• Rulebreakers: famous writers



Visual Assessment

Exterior Layout: Back Cover

• Carry through color theme
• Easy to read
• Synopsis
• Endorsement
• ISBN
• Author bio/photo



Visual Assessment

Interior layout

• Easy to read

• Adequate margins

• White space to avoid density

• Indent OR skip a line

• Illustrations/photographs

• Consistent use of design elements (drop caps or scene 
dividers)



Visual Assessment

Interior Layout Front Matter

                 Fiction                                      Nonfiction
• Title Page *
• Copyright *
• Endorsements
• Dedication
• Contents *
• Foreword
• Preface
• Introduction 

• Title Page *
• Copyright *
• Endorsements
• Epigraph
• Dedication
• Contents
• Prologue

*required



Visual Assessment

Interior Layout Back Matter

             Fiction                                      Nonfiction

• Acknowledgement
• Appendices
• Bibliography
• Footnotes
• Index
• Author Bio 

• Acknowledgement
• Notes
• Bibliography
• Author Bio
• Preview Next Book



Visual Assessment

E-books

• Cover is the same as the print copy

• Interior layout contains same information as print copy

• Book has reflowable text, adjustable for size, margins, 

and font

• Illustrations/photographs are clean, clear, captioned, 

and able to be adjusted

• Links, if included, are pertinent and functional



Topics for Discussion

• Overview of How We Assess Books  
• Content 
• Style
• Visual
• Technical



Technical Assessment

Tech questions measure the writing mechanics of 
the author (and the effectiveness of the editing):

1. Spelling

2. Punctuation

3. Capitalization/Italics

4.  Verb tense/subject-verb agreement

5. Poorly constructed sentences: awkward, run-on,      
too complex, fragments that don’t make sense



Technical Assessment

How it works

• We note and count the errors we see 
in each of the five categories.

• We allow a certain number of errors 
(no one is perfect) depending on the 
length of the book.

• Too many errors in tech can “torpedo” 
the book’s medal worthiness.



Technical Assessment

The Torpedo Problem

A low tech score can override 
the medal designation of the 
other three scoring areas.

The Solution

Hire a competent editor.



Writer’s Education Webpage

m ws ad ispatches .c om/m ember-res ources /2021/4/ get -your-b ook-right

https://www.mwsadispatches.com/member-resources/2021/4/get-your-book-right
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